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• Markets are sometimes too short-sighted and fail to recognise in advance when a company’s 
prospects are about to improve or when a turnaround is close to bearing its fruits

• This market-myopia can be a source of opportunity for investors willing to position their 
portfolio towards acquiring good businesses, that are just experiencing a temporary blip

• Pure Opportunity is specifically designed to invest in companies where we expect 
circumstances to rebound in the near future 

• Focus:  US and European listed stocks at the early stage of their cyclical recovery, under a 
‘special situation’ scenario (spinoffs, recap, merger, activist) or post a successful turnaround
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Monthly review & performance

Name YTD Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Since

inception

2022

Pure Opportunity -2.8% -2.5% 9.8% 7.6% -2.7% 4.2% -16.8% -8.7%

Benchmark

(MSCI World)
-21.2% -5.3% -2.7% 2.5% -8.4% -0.2% -8.8% -21.0%

2021

Pure Opportunity -6.0% -8.0%* 2.1%

Benchmark

(MSCI World)
0.3% -3.7%* 4.2%

Name Sector Theme Weight

PROSUS
Consumer 

Discretionary
M&A / Special situation 6.7%

SCHLUMBERGER Energy The Oil Rush 6.1%

GLENCORE Materials Commodity supercycle 5.8%

VALLOUREC Energy Recovery / Turnaround 5.8%

CGG Energy The Oil Rush 5.4%

TOP

Name Contrib.

PROSUS + 94bps

COLONIAL COAL + 18bps

BP + 7bps

BOTTOM

Name Contrib.

TELLURIAN - 208bps

VALARIS - 171bps

ALCOA - 132bps

The market continues its struggle to adjust to slower growth, monetary policy risks and fresh new recession risks. In a rather difficult market, the strategy

is down -16.8% over the month and underperformed the MSCI World (down -8.8%).

Commodities-related equities significantly underperformed the broader market on a commodity sell-off. We find this sell-off de-linked from physical

fundamentals and driven by financial liquidation. Inventories of energy and metals continue to fall from already uncomfortably low levels as demand

remains above supply in all cyclical commodities. Micro scarcity thus paints a fundamentally constructive outlook for commodities despite the rising

probability of a US and European recession over the coming 12 months, which commodities stand to weather on China's large-scale counter-cyclical

stimulus.

TELLURIAN and VALARIS having a high beta to the oil price have been the largest underperformers. We see no change in fundamentals and still see

these names as potential solver for the rapidly worsening European energy crunch.

The strategy benefited from its Special Situation book with a top contribution coming from PROSUS. The holding company listed in Europe is Tencent’s

main shareholder. The discount to NAV has never been so wide and we bought the stock in anticipation that it would force the company to introduce a

jumbo buyback to close that discount. The company announced exactly that last month triggering a big jump in the shares. We see significant upside

from an ongoing reduction in the NAV discount.

Overall, the strategy remains heavily tilted towards resource-related equities and the commodity super-cycle.
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Share class characteristics

Currency USD

Management fees 1.25% p.a.

Performance fees 15% with daily HWM

Issuer fees 0.20% p.a.

Rebalancing frequency Discretionary, as needed 
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Themes

07
Market caps

Launched on 17 Nov. 2021

Format AMC

Issuer Goldman Sachs (rating A+)

Currency risk None, fully hedged

Leverage None

Energy
60%

Materials
27%

Consumer 
Discretionary

7%

Utilities
6%

21%

22%

5%

40%

13%

> 40bn

[10bn ; 40bn]

[5bn ; 10bn]

[1bn ; 5bn]

 < 1bn

CAD
9%

EUR
40%

USD
44%

GBp
6%

Commodity 
supercycle

27%

M&A / 
Special 

situation
13%

Recovery / 
Turnaround

6%

The Oil 
Rush
54%


